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TechSource Awarded the Department of Energy/National Nuclear Security Administration (DOE/NNSA)
Enterprise-Wide Technical, Engineering and Programmatic Support (TEPS) Services Blanket Purchase
Agreement (BPA).
Los Alamos, NM. On behalf of TechSource and the entire Enterprise-Wide Technical and Engineering Support
Alliance (E-TESA) Team, we are delighted and honored to have received the follow-on award for the DOE/NNSA
Enterprise-Wide Technical, Engineering and Programmatic Support (TEPS) Services Blanket Purchase Agreement
(BPA). The estimated usage of this BPA is $400,000,000, and it is a strategic sourcing vehicle for E-TESA to provide
technical, engineering, and programmatic support services to the DOE and NNSA in the following areas:
• Program Management Support
• Nuclear Engineering Subject Matter Expertise and Analytical Support
• Training Support
• Security Management Support
• Emergency Operations (Domestic/International) Support
• Nuclear Nonproliferation Support
• Environmental Management and Sustainability Support
The TechSource-led E-TESA Team was formed to provide the highest quality, highest value services possible in
response to the challenging demands and needs of the DOE/NNSA program offices.  A majority of the E-TESA Team
companies have supported DOE/NNSA and its predecessor organizations for decades, and many of the individuals
presented in our proposal have committed their careers to DOE/NNSA.
TechSource Vice President and E-TESA Program Manager, Jim Rhone, believes this award provides DOE/NNSA
on-going access to expertise essential to achieving mission critical goals. “TechSource remains committed to
assisting DOE/NNSA in meeting its vital national security mission goals, and looks forward to providing long-term
support throughout the entirety of DOE/NNSA.”
About TechSource
Founded in 1997, TechSource is comprised of over 500 senior level engineers, scientists, and leaders from the
national laboratories, Federal technology programs, and the nuclear industry. TechSource is recognized as an
independent, qualified expert whose advice and products uniquely and effectively bridge technical and programmatic
requirements.
For more information, please contact Mr. Jim Rhone, 301-515-5819, jrhone@techsource-inc.com.
To learn more about TechSource please visit techsource-inc.com.TechSource please visit techsource-inc.com.
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